
Fast Five - plurals

What are the plural spellings of these words? Eg Bat = Bats

1. Dog
2. Goose
3. Hamster
4. Sheep
5. Ox



Fast Five - plurals answers

What are the plural spellings of these words? Eg Bat = Bats

1. Dogs
2. Geese
3. Hamsters
4. Sheep
5. Oxen



Can I use past and present 
tense?



When writing any piece of work it is important for you to use the 
correct form of verb, or ‘doing’ word, to indicate whether 
something has happened; is happening; or is going to happen. 
These are called tenses, and are either past, present or future.

For instance, ‘I am eating’ has a different meaning to ‘I was 
eating’ , as in one instance the person is still chewing, whilst in 
the other the meal has already been finished and the plate is in 
the washing up!



Write the sentences below, changing them from 
present tense to past tense:

Present  =  I am writing a story.
  Past  =   I was writing a story.

Present  =  He is playing in the park.
  Past  =



Answer

Present  =  I am writing a story.
  Past  =   I was writing a story.

Present  =  He is playing in the park.
  Past  =   He was playing in the park.



Have a go...

Present  =  We are shopping.
  Past  =



Answer

Present  =  We are shopping.
  Past  = We were shopping



Correct the mistakes in this paragraph

Olivia feeled like exercising yesterday, so she putted 
on her bathing suit and drived to the pool, where she 
swum so far that only an extra large pepperoni pizza 
would satisfy her hunger.



Correct the mistakes in this paragraph

Olivia felt like exercising yesterday, so she put on her 
bathing suit and dived  into the pool, where she 
swam so far that only an extra large pepperoni pizza 
would satisfy her hunger.



Remember some verbs are irregular. Complete this table.
Present Past

know knew

catch

teach

say

take

go

show

think

wear

choose



Answers
Present Past

know knew

catch  caught

teach taught

say said

take took

go went

show showed

think thought

wear wore

choose chose


